GRAPHICAL PARTS IDENTIFICATION
OF EUROTAX

Apart from the familiar search functions, the opportunity
to use the graphical parts identification based on Eurotax
data is also available in the TOPMOTIVE parts catalogs.
The fully integrated Eurotax solution is particularly suitable for wholesalers as additional catalog module due to a
lot of country-specific article data.
After selecting a vehicle, the user directly gets to the graphical parts identification of Eurotax via the menu item
“Product Groups (graphical)”. The graphical search is divided into three areas: „Mechanics”, “Body“ and “Interior”.
Subsequently, the required parts can be selected by clicking on the drawings. Thanks to detailed sketches of the
product groups and spare parts, the exact location of the
sought part is displayed within the vehicle, which facilitates the overall selection process. Products are localized
expediently through targeted and component-specific
queries (e.g. within body parts for the number of doors).

bilities and prices. Possibly, an already replaced OE number (predecessor) exists besides the displayed (newest) OE
number, which is also displayed (“OE replacement chain”).
Within the shown article list, the perspective can be changed (detailed view / compact view) and products can be
compared with each other. At the end of the selection process, not only the original components can be ordered but
also cross-referenced parts of the Aftermarket.

BENEFITS and ADDITIONAL VALUES for you and your
customers:
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Alternatively, the desired component can be searched by
a simple text search within the graphic. The traceable navigation ensures a clear overview of the application and
allows an easy switch between the graphic levels.
Based on explicit OE number, an items list appears that
shows the correspondent Aftermarket articles incl. availa-

Fast and intuitive selection of parts (especially
unusual ones) via graphics and queries
High success rate and fewer incorrect orders
International applicability thanks to
country-specific OE numbers and vehicles
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